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Reducing Carbon Emission Is of Critical Importance

CO2 in the 
atmosphere



Machine Learning Inference Accounts for Significant 
Compute Cycles in Today’s Datacenters

Inference represents 
60% of their AI 
infrastructure emissions

David Patterson et. al., 
Computer’22

Expanded infrastructure 
capacity by 2.5x to meet 
ML inference demand

Carole-Jean Wu et al., 
MLSys’22

Inference is the big 
market, with an 
estimated 80 to 90% of 
cost of ML

Jensen Huang, GTC



The Gap between ML Inference and Sustainability

ASPLOS’12 HPCA’21

ASPLOS’22 MLSys’22

No carbon-
aware ML 
inference 
solution 
yet!



The same model architecture can have a family of model variants with 
different number of parameters and sizes, yielding different accuracy levels.

Image Classification Object Detection

Opportunity I: Mixed Quality Models 

Tan, Mingxing, and Quoc Le. "Efficientnet: Rethinking model scaling for convolutional neural networks." In International conference on machine learning, pp. 6105-6114. PMLR, 2019.



Using mixture of model variants saves carbon without significantly 
impacting accuracy

Applications and 
corresponding 
model variants

Opportunity I: Mixed Quality Models 



When GPU is underutilized, it can be partitioned into multiple 
individual GPU slices

Multi-Instance 
GPU (MIG)

19 different ways to 
partition a GPU

Li, Baolin et. al. "MISO: exploiting multi-instance GPU capability on multi-tenant GPU clusters." In Proceedings of the 13th Symposium on Cloud Computing, pp. 173-189. 2022.

Opportunity II: GPU Partitioning



More efficient usage of GPU by 
partitioning also saves carbon per request

Mixed Quality 
Model MIG Partition

Small variants 
underutilize GPU

Small partitions 
increase latency

Model variants and MIG-
based GPU partitioning 

complements each other

Opportunity II: GPU Partitioning



Operational carbon emission = carbon intensity x energy

High gain from 
saving energy

Low gain from 
saving energy

Configuring model variants and GPU partition allows us to reduce carbon 
emission, but this needs to exploited carefully in conjunction with the carbon 

intensity of the energy source

Opportunity III: Carbon Intensity Variation



Carbon-Aware Machine Learning Inference

How much effort we put into saving energy should depend on 
current carbon intensity

How to build a carbon-aware system for ML inferences?

Low carbon intensity: 
aim for quality!

High carbon intensity: 
aim for reducing carbon 

footprint!



Give the current carbon intensity, adjust the mixture of model variants and 
MIG partition to optimize the combined objective of accuracy & carbon

Clover Objectives and Key Ideas

O
bj
ec
tiv
es



Clover System Overview



Optimizing the dual objective of accuracy 
and carbon

GPU Partition Model variant

Highest accuracy possible

Carbon intensityEnergy per request

Base carbon

Accuracy

Combined objective function 
using a coefficient

Optimization



Carbon-Aware Formulation

Optimality between two configurations depends on the 
carbon intensity

Why does this optimization problem formulation make 
Clover carbon-aware?



How to optimize the Clover objective?

Model the configurations as a bipartite graph 
and apply neighbor search based on graph 
similarity

MIG config = 9

Edge Weight: number of instances hosted on slice type



Why model the configurations as graphs?

Removal of configurations that yield the same objective 
function values
• MIG provides performance isolation – only the slice type 

matters
• Which GPU the variant is hosted or the order of variants in a 

GPU changes the xp, xv representation, but they would 
eventually result in the same graph representation



Why model the configurations as graphs?

Can scale to arbitrary system size without adding 
vertices/edges to the graph
• The graph size only depends on number of model variant and 

GPU slice types
• The graph configurations are additive – when adding more 

GPUs to the system, we simply add the edge weights of the 
new GPUs to current graph. But in xp, xv representation, we 
need to increase the dimensionality. 



Clover Optimization Workflow I

Create one graph 
representation for services on 
all GPUs in the system



Clover Optimization Workflow II

Similarity between two graph 
representations are measured 
by graph editing distance (GED)



Clover Optimization Workflow III

Apply neighborhood search 
algorithm to optimize in graph 
space. 

Clover uses Simulated 
Annealing.



Experimental Methodology

Metrics

q Carbon 
Emission

q Accuracy

q SLA

Setup

q 5 nodes

q 2 AMD EPYC 
7542 CPUs each 
node

q 2 NVIDIA A100 
GPUs each node

Workloads

q YOLO (Object 
Detection)

q ALBERT 
(Language 
Modeling)

q EfficientNet 
(Image 
classification)

Schemes

q BASE: highest-
quality model, 
exclusive GPU

q CO2OPT

q Blover: basic 
Clover w/o graph

q ORACLE

Real carbon 
intensity trace



Clover significantly reduces carbon emission 
with negligible accuracy degradation

Clover outperforms competing 
schemes and is always closest to 

ORACLE

Saves carbon emission by 80% 
while operating under SLA latency



Clover’s effectiveness comes from its superior 
optimization process 

Clover has much lower 
optimization overhead compared 

to Blover

Clover gets closer and closer to 
ORACLE over time



Clover is adaptive and robust

User can control the trade-off 
between accuracy and carbon, 

and even enforcing accuracy limit

Clover is effective across 
geographical regions and seasons 

with varying carbon intensity



Clover reduces the number of GPUs needed to 
meet service target (embodied carbon savings)

Clover’s co-location and mixed-quality serving enable 
reductions in number of GPUs

This is essentially reducing the carbon emission needed 
to produce these devices (embodied carbon)



Clover is the first carbon-aware machine learning inference 
system. 

Clover actively configures the model variant mixture and 
GPU partition to adapt to the varying carbon intensity levels. 

Clover uses a novel graph-space optimization method to 
significant reducing carbon emission while maintaining high 
service quality.
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